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Bukkitcontrib plugin
Posted by Tunes - 25 Jul 2011 12:52
_____________________________________

I encourage for all survival players to install the bukkitcontrib plugin

WHY??!?!?!?

Some plugins on our Survival will use the plugin installed on your client, what for?

Custom mmo level up notifications, custom ability sounds, in the future, capes, hats and stuff alike 

Here's how to get it (automatic installer, but didn't work for me)

forums.bukkit.org/threads/bukkitcontrib-...n.23847/#post-430567

The zip with all files, just select all and drag them into the minecraft.jar like you all do with Zombe.

dl.dropbox.com/u/49805/BukkitContrib%20SP.zip

Some server plugins that use the bukkitcontrib

forums.bukkit.org/threads/bukkitcontrib-plugin-list.26171/

However I have installed on the server, I won't make it mandatory (I could, but I believe everyone would
be kicked off the server).

I've just tested and works! The mmo levels appear on the top left like the achievments... coool! 

============================================================================

Re: Bukkitcontrib plugin
Posted by VooDoo - 25 Jul 2011 14:12
_____________________________________
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http://forums.bukkit.org/threads/bukkitcontrib-client-mod-installer-v0-1-simplifies-the-installation.23847/#post-430567
http://dl.dropbox.com/u/49805/BukkitContrib%20SP.zip
http://forums.bukkit.org/threads/bukkitcontrib-plugin-list.26171/
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Hmm, sounds like an epic mod, wish it would work for me though, ive tried to install 3 times and it seems
to work but when I open minecraft after installing it, i get this:

Warning: Spoiler!Mods loaded: 1
ModLoader Beta 1.7.3

      Minecraft has crashed!      
      ----------------------      

Minecraft has stopped running because it encountered a problem.

If you wish to report this, please copy this entire text and email it to support@mojang.com.
Please include a description of what you did when the error occured.

--- BEGIN ERROR REPORT e9df3db --------
Generated 25/07/11 15:09

Minecraft: Minecraft Beta 1.7.3
OS: Windows XP (x86) version 5.1
Java: 1.6.0_26, Sun Microsystems Inc.
VM: Java HotSpot(TM) Client VM (mixed mode), Sun Microsystems Inc.
LWJGL: 2.4.2
OpenGL: GeForce 8800 GT/PCI/SSE2 version 2.1.2, NVIDIA Corporation

java.lang.NoSuchFieldError: cfgGrassFix
�at ModLoader.init(ModLoader.java:797)
�at ModLoader.AddAllRenderers(ModLoader.java:183)
�at th.(th.java:60)
�at th.(th.java:9)
�at net.minecraft.client.Minecraft.a(Minecraft.java:260)
�at q.a(q.java:28)
�at net.minecraft.client.Minecraft.run(Minecraft.java:508)
�at java.lang.Thread.run(Unknown Source)
--- END ERROR REPORT b016b29b ----------

============================================================================

Re: Bukkitcontrib plugin
Posted by Tunes - 25 Jul 2011 14:21
_____________________________________

Try to manually install, get the zip, open minecraft.jar in winrar or something, DELETE META-INF and
copy all (including directories) into the minecraft.jar root. 
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Worked for me, and I also have Zombe installed.

============================================================================

Re: Bukkitcontrib plugin
Posted by VooDoo - 25 Jul 2011 15:19
_____________________________________

No mate, I did install it manually. the auto-installer doesn't work 

============================================================================
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